Abstract. The lane detection is a vital component of autonomous vehicle systems. Although many different approaches have been proposed in the literature it is still a challenge to correctly identify road lane marks under abrupt light variations. In this work a vision-based ego-lane detection system is proposed with the capability of automatically adapting to abrupt lighting changes. The proposed method automatically adjusts the feature extraction and salient point tracking cues introduced by the GOLDIE (Geometric Overture for Lane Detection by Intersections Entirety) algorithm. The variance of the lighting conditions is measured using hue-saturation histogram and abrupt light changes on the road are detected based on the difference between histograms. Experimental comparison with previously proposed algorithms demonstrated that this method achieved efficient lane detection in the presence of shadows and headlights. In particular, the accuracy of the algorithm applied on the footage with highest light variation increased 12.5% on average. The overall detection rate increased 4%, which illustrated the applicability of the method.
Introduction
Automated lane detection is an important vehicle functionality when considering urban driving. It has developed the interest of the research community on both autonomous driving systems, and advanced driver assistance system (ADAS). Lane detection is commonly used to identify road boundaries, unwanted lane changes, and to help estimate the upcoming geometry of the road. This article proposes a histogram-based method that measures light conditions on the roads to reduce false positive lane detection caused by dynamic light conditions. Saliency histogram features were recently used to simplify existence detection using the probability distribution function (PDF) of the saliency maps [1] . In this case, the regions-of-interest (ROI) positioning for ego-lane detection was solved using an efficient prior triangle model [2] to approximate the road behaviour. As environmental lighting conditions make lane mark detection challenging, a light variance measurement method based in histograms is proposed to quantify light changes. The light variance ranges are used as reference to adjust relevant variables to improve overall ego-lane mark detection. This strategy measures the light change on a road surface to automatically tune object tracking improving the algorithm robustness. The light variance measurement is introduced to the image processing pipeline to adjust the ego-lane mark tracking according to dynamic light conditions. The variance of the light is measured using the huesaturation histogram. Abrupt light changes on the road are detected based on the difference between histograms. First, the histograms of the whole frame and the road fragment of the frame are calculated. Then, the difference between the two histograms is computed using the chi-square [3] approach to set the minimum, maximum and average values to be used as references. Depending on the light variance, the number of corners tracked by the algorithm and the amount of pixels analysed is adjusted to adapt to it. This paper extends the GOLDIE [4] system by increasing robustness under dynamic light conditions. The GOLDIE approach introduced an efficient vision-based ego-lane detection system based on a simplified drivable corridor model. Experiments and comparisons with the previous algorithm illustrated the applicability of the method. Often expensive computer vision techniques are used to extract specific features from road images in order to identify road marks. As real-time performance is a mandatory requirement for applications that target autonomous vehicle navigation, the focus is to increase performance with minimum overhead, monitoring the computational cost attached to feature enhancements. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and some state-of-the-art lane detection algorithms. Section 3 describes the light variation estimation process and the relevant variables set, while section 4 shows the experiment setup with its practical considerations, results and comparison with the previous approach. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents future work.
Related work
A large number of works has been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] on lane detection where dynamic light conditions strongly affect the accuracy of algorithms. Common approaches include detection based on texture [10] , colour [9] , appearance models [11] or edge points [7, 8] . Current literature still addresses histograms as a support method to enhance object detection [1] , but there are no reference of using histograms to automatically tune up unsupervised algorithms for road lane tracking. Multiple models have been applied to describe lane mark configuration, such as piecewise linear segments [12] , clothoids [13] , parabola [7] , hyperbola [8] , splines [5] , or snakes [12, 14] . The lane tracking issue has been addressed in many research articles [6, 12, 15, 16] . Significant research has focused on lasers [6, 15] and cameras [7, 9, 17] to support autonomous vehicles on lane mark detection. Most robust solutions on autonomous vehicle systems depend on multiple sensors to provide a reliable road boundary reference for navigation.
One of the main problems related to vision-based soultions is robustness. Unsupervised approaches have shown good results when applied to controlled scenarios where a priori knowledge about the road is assumed [18] . A recent analysis [19] has illustrated that the dynamic light on roads still challenges the most advanced algorithms. Nevertheless, approaches using contrast enhancement and brightness compensation still present limitations on vision-based algorithms [20] . Light variations over the road painted marks may reflect on reduced accuracy for lane detection. Therefore, the issue was addressed by measuring the light variance using the hue-saturation histogram comparison. This approach adapts the lane mark tracking on GOLDIE algorithm when abrupt light changes are detected. During the first step, the RBG image is converted to the HSV colour space so that hue and saturation can be analysed. Furthermore the two histograms generated using the whole image and the visible portion of the road are compared to identify minima and maxima light variance references. If the light variance exceeds a threshold, tuning is performed over the tracking variables aiming to increase algorithm's robustness.
This strategy consists of resizing the dynamic regions-of-interest (DROIs) [4] used for tracking while adapting the number of detected corners on the tracking algorithm according to light changes on the road. The motivation for using smaller image processing windows is to reduce sensibility to noise, reduce the computational effort and concurrently increase precision. The optimised ROI processing strategy native to GOLDIE, combined with the histograms calculation, adapts the image processing effort aiming for maximised robustness and throughput (see Fig 1) . Depending on external light variance, ROIs are automatically resized and re-positioned using a prior triangle reference that represents the drivable corridor on the ego-lane. The following pseudocode summarises the automatic tuning algorithm based on light variance: The comparison method was chosen due to its similarity to the Mahalanobis [21] distance, which highlights outliers with abnormal large deviations. The ChiSquare method has also been used in online learning [3] to find correlations between images. It is applied here to detect abnormal light changes that might disrupt the ego-lane detection accuracy. Its property is relevant to this approach when looking for high sensitivity on road light changes, to adjust the ego-lane tracking ROIs in real-time. The Chi-Square method (see Fig 2) is denoted by:
where M is the histogram of the full HSV frame and M is the histogram of the bottom half of the HSV image where road is visible.
Lane Mark Segmentation
The calibration step aims to optimally position the segmentation ROIs defined by the parallel segments shown in Fig 3. Firstly, a predefined position at the centre of the bottom half of the image is determined. Secondly, the image segmentation is applied over the predefined position to calculate the distance in between the vanishing point and the bottom part of the image. This strategy aims to position the segmentation ROIs concentrating the feature extraction efforts on regions where road lane marks are visible. From this point, the extended ego-lane segments are extracted from the new ROI and the distance between extended ego-lane segments is updated. This step aims to approximate the ego-lane size, setting up the triangle's baseline (AC in Fig 3) as a reference. 
Lane Painting Tracking
Painted lane marks often become discontinuous, disappear or change colour depending on traffic rules (i.e. white-yellow-white). The algorithm uses the triangular prior model allied to Lucas-Kanade [22] tracking to validate the road lane references captured by the segmentation stage. Additionally, the algorithm considers the relative motion of the ego-lane mark references, within an expected range defined by road legislation. The Harris [23] corners are tracked across consecutive frames and selected following a linear approximation model based on Laplace expansion theorem. The points are classified according to their proximity to the prior triangle's reference using (2):
This schema calculates the determinant of a matrix to discard outlier points that are too far from the prior road model reference [4] . The GOLDIE method describes how to efficiently combine two independent image processing cues to enhance ego-lane mark detection (see Fig 1) . The image processing cues are respectively:
-Appearance-based approach for lane segmentation; and -Harris' corner tracking, clustered according to lane-like configuration.
The appearance-based detection is executed in parallel with the painted mark tracking to validate the ego-lane mark reference position. Both references are compared and used to process the model fitting. A mathematical model was generalised to incrementally validate information extracted from road image samples, aiming to segment left and right lane marks. Furthermore, the vanishing point [7] detection is included as part of the test case, to restrict the amount of lines detected in the frame, and to increase the accuracy of the egolane mark detection. Finally, two different cues are combined to incrementally improve the detection results and to conclude the preliminary experiments.
This section presents the results related to the adaptive tracking under dynamic light conditions. The experiments exposed a list of important facts to address. First, histogram-based approaches are capable of measuring light variances in a shot. Second, runtime and the sensibility to noise can be reduced using this approach. Furthermore, a salient point tracker based on a prior representation of the road can effectively guide DROIs. Finally, independent DROIs can keep track of the ego-lane marks, based on previous frame references, to accurately estimate lane mark position and automatically adapt themselves to different light conditions.
Practical Considerations
This research aims to extract all of the visual information from a single camera. Regular driving situations under different light conditions were used as a case study to create an intelligent algorithm capable of self-adaptation according to external light. The following events were identified as main causes of abrupt light change: post pole lights, shadows introduced by objects surrounding the road, road surface reflectiveness, car headlights and brake lights. According to previous experiments, most of the cited variables still introduce considerable noise to image processing pipelines making automatic tuning a very difficult task. Two different datasets were analysed in this experiment: the local dataset created in residential roads in Queensland, Australia and the external one published by [17] . The external dataset was used to support the test-driven development method providing incrementally challenging scenarios to test the robustness of this approach. The following videos were involved to compare how the algorithm performs on:
-a clear day with some clouds and predominant discontinuous road lines (sequence labeled S1C1); -a cloudy day with predominant abnormal road painting and heavy traffic (sequence labeled S6C2); and -a cloudy day during dawn time with heavy traffic and car light disturbances (sequence labeled S7C2).
The three sample videos used the same resolution 640 × 480 at 30 frames per second. The resolution of the local sample videos is 320 × 240 and the frame rate is 30 frames per second. The footage used for development provides many different situations where lane detection is challenged by highly dynamic light conditions. The local sample videos were recorded on a clear day with no clouds. The path was chosen due to the predominance of continuous line painting, the ideal scenario for road calibration purposes. As the ground truth definition is a time consuming task, the 4 samples used have the average duration between 5 and 20 seconds. The datasets were recoded at 30 frames per second, which gives a frame set from 150 to 600 frames per footage, totalling 1500 shots in total. The automatic calibration time increased considerably compared to the past experiment where parameters were fixed and non-dependent on light variance. For this reason, the initial frames where calibration is being processed were excluded from the lane detection statistics. The sample labeled S6C2, for example, took up to 20% of the available frames to automatically calibrate the algorithm to the road size. The false negatives analysis is not included in the statistics as the new version of the algorithm uses the past ego-lane marks' reference to reconstruct a driveable corridor, when no references are available nor detected. The extraction of a single lane mark through pure segmentation may also be regarded as a successful detection. By using the prior road model, the position of the ego-lane marks may be extrapolated incorporating the road size reference determined during the calibration stage.
Results
The results were analysed by comparing the previous GOLDIE algorithm with the GOLDIE algorithm enhanced by the new light checking feature. The results are divided in three parts: (i) single performance, (ii) overall performance and (iii) computational complexity verification. The light quantification approach combined to the GOLDIE approach improved the accuracy of the ego-lane mark detection in 50% of the samples (S6C2 and S7C2). The samples where light conditions are stable (less that 30% variance between minima and maxima) suffered a small reduction in accuracy of −3.5%. However, the samples where light conditions oscillated more than 30% demonstrated the improvement of 12.5% on average, which is considered relevant when compared with the previous results. Additionally, the overall performance of the system increased from 84% to 88%. The statistics were calculated using true positive indicators on a per frame basis, shown in Table 4 The fail rate increased in some of the footage with stable light conditions due to the new window resizing feature. It directly influences the painted mark search when dealing with discontinuous painting. However, the influence of uninteresting road painting such as speed limit indicators, bicycle lanes and turning signs marked on the road, was considerably reduced (see Fig 4) . The point tracking produced an excellent response to the automatic variable adjustments, increasing the overall accuracy by 4%. 
Comparisons
Single appearance-based segmentation is strongly affected by intense light variation as confirmed on similar approaches [7] [8] [9] . This paper demonstrated the possibility of reducing the number of false true patterns mismatched by headlights of vehicles changing lanes, shadows, non-uniform pavement colour, among others variables. Additionally, the algorithm demonstrated increased accuracy when dealing with abnormal road painting, as seen in Fig 4. The algorithm was tested using the database sample published in [17] , providing different scenarios that shall be extended to challenge the proposed approach towards future enhancements. The results were promising, achieving an overall tracking average of up to 84%. It is important to mention that the high rate of false positives detected on samples S6C2 and S7C2 were mainly caused by a long calibration effort at the start of the video due to discontinuous lane marks and floating road size. After road calibration, the algorithm showed improved detection results in highly dynamic light conditions. The computer used to test the lane detection algorithm is an ordinary Intel Core 2 Duo 1.4 GHz with 4GB of RAM. As with other state-of-the-art methods, the experiment showed the capability of identifying and reconstructing missing parts of the road lanes, with the enhancement of handling dynamic light conditions automatically. The new GOLDIE architecture including light variance measurement, road calibration and interactive cues still attends to the real-time demands of running the ego-lane detection algorithm in less than 0.04 second.
Conclusions
This paper introduced a new framework for automatic parameter calibration combining HSV histograms, colour-based lane segmentation and feature point tracking for lane mark position estimation. This solution does not require excessive computational effort compared to other state-of-the-art methods, as our method uses optimised and simplified geometric fitting models. The main benefit of the GOLDIE is that the system becomes more robust to lighting variations, different road colours, shadows across the road, breaks in line painting and line colour changes. The results verify that this method presents good performance under different road sizes and dynamic light conditions. However, one of the limitations of the algorithm is that it relies on well-painted road marks (or high contrast curbs) on the calibration stage to perform fast calibration. Nonetheless, GOLDIE performed efficiently. This new approach demonstrated how flexible the architecture is in being extended. It can be easily combined with semantic aspects of roads, information regarding camera angle and other sensorial modalities not limited to support for autonomous driving experience, but also ADAS. Future work includes homography, and to implement a sliding window that will move according to the speed of the car.
